


Blanket your 
home in fast, 
reliable WiFi.



Perfect WiFi for any size home.

Asking a single router to cover your 
entire home is like asking a single light 
bulb to light every room in your home— 
it just won’t work.

Instead, you need multiple access points 
placed in your home so you can stream 
anywhere, anytime.

From large homes to studio apartments, 
eero is fully customizable and adaptable 
to any size or shape home. Add more 
eeros and eero Beacons to expand 
coverage to every corner.





“eero one-ups  
traditional routers in  
the two areas that  
matter to most of us:  
total coverage  
and simplicity.”







eero is the simplest, most reliable  
WiFi system available. Stream  
HD video, play video games, and  
surf the web wherever you want.

The only system with TrueMesh 
technology, eero intelligently  
routes traffic between eeros and  
eero Beacons to avoid congestion, 
buffering, and dropoffs.

Regular software updates happen  
automatically overnight, consistently 
bringing you new features, improved 
performance, and best-in-class security.

Never think about WiFi again.



Check device usage

See which devices on your network  
are using the most data, and with  
just a few taps, block unknown or  
suspicious devices.

See what’s happening

Your network stats aren’t hidden in a 
black box. See your network speed, find 
out which devices are connected, and 
make sure each eero is working properly.

Control in the palm of your hand.



Share your network

Easily grant access to friends and  
family or share a separate guest  
network with them. 

Manage screen time

With parental controls you can create 
profiles for everyone in your family,  
set WiFi-access schedules, or pause  
the internet.





eero: Tri-band  
Dual auto-sensing gigabit Ethernet ports

eero Beacon: Dual-band 
LED nightlight with automated dimming

Both: TrueMesh™, 2x2 MU-MIMO,  
beamforming, 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

Security and networking services: 
WPA2-encryption, Family Profiles,  
DHCP, IPv6, NAT, VPN passthrough, 
UPnP, Static IP, Port forwarding
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